element can be partitioned into the product of a vector dependent on sensor characteristics and a matrix kernel dependent only on head modeling assumptions. We present here the matrix kernels for the general boundaty element model (BEM) and for MEG spherical models. We show how these kemels are easily interchanged in a linear algebraic framework that includes sensor specijics such as orientation and gradiometer configuration We then describe how this kemel is easily applied to "gain" or "transfer" matrices used in multiple dipole and soume imaging models.
INTRODUCTION In [l]
we investigated several methods of image reconstruction, essentially using a discrete form of the magnetic lead field. In [2], we assumed the source to be a small set of point sources, i.e., current dipoles at unknown locations. This approach focuses the processing on the magnetic forward field. We also showed how the "fixed," "rotating," and "moving" multiple dipole models could all be cast in the same linear algebraic framework. These previous models emphasized the souEe model. For simplicity in those presentations, we assumed a very simple head model and sensor configuration. In this paper, we present the explicit matrix kemels for different head models, then describe how they can be interchanged in a common set of equations describing the sensor characteristics. The general BEM head model results are applicable to both EEG and MEG; for brevity, the model for a spherical head is presented for the MEG case only.
PRIMARY AND VOLUME CURRENTS
For the biological signals of interest in MEG and EEG, the timederivatives of the associated electric and magnetic fields are sufficiently small such that they can be ignored in Maxwell's equations. See Equations (3H9) of ( [3] ) for a recent discussion and ( [4] ) for more details. The static magnetic field equations are V x B(r) = p,,J(r) and v . B(r) = 0. i.e., the curl of the magnetic field at location r is equal to the current density (times h), and the divergence of the magnetic field is zero. We are interested in the current densityJ in a closed volume of finite conductivities. Outside this volume the conductivity and current density are zero. We divide the current into two components, passive and primary. We define as passive those currents that are a The division of the current as Jp and J' is to emphasize that neural activity gives rise to primary currents that then flow passively throughout the rest of the conducting medium. Our problem is to locate these primary currents and hence the sources of brain activity. Substituting our interpretation of J into the equation for the quasistatic magnetic field yields (c.f., [3])
with the integration carried out over a closed volume G.
The typically accepted brain model assumes piecewise homogenous conductive regions (we will consider only isotropic conductivities here). The gradient of the conductivity is therefore zero except at the surfaces between regions; therefore, the volume integrals can be reworked into surface integrals. where nkr) is the "outward" directed unit vector normal to the ith surface, and the "+" ("-") superscript indicates the conductivity outside (inside) the ith surface. B&) is the "primary current moder':
which is the magnetic field observed at r due to the primary current only. We defer the explicit details to ([3], [4] , [SI) . Using (1) Green's second identity, (2) a continuous current density across each interface, (3) the divergence free n a t m of the total current, and (4) limits as a point in the volume approaches a surface, we can obtain a surface integral equation for V(r) for r on them surface (with elegant symmetry to the magnetic equation),
(r -r') 
B(r) = * ( F q x r p -( q x r q . r ) V F ) 4nF2
where F is a scalar function, VF is a vector function, and both are functions of r and rq, I; = F(r,r 4 ) = a(Ta+r2-( t q -r ) ) (9) VF = VF(r,rJ = and a = r -rq, U = lal, and I= Irl.
The equation for the voltage potential on the surface of concentric spherical shells is not as compactly presented as for the MEG case. The EEG formula using similar notation and references to previous derivations can be found in [7] .
3 Boundary Element Method
The review in [3] of the boundary element method and the references therein provide a good perspective on the approaches and specifics of modeling more realistically shaped heads. Here we can only give a brief overview to motivate the gain matrix calculations. In the arbitrarily shaped conductor, we compute the surface integrals of the voltages using the boundary element method. We can tessellate each surface Si into d; suitabp triangles, A i ,
The area of each triangle is denoted pk . If we assume that the voltage is constant across each triangle, V(r) = <, then integrate (4)
over one triangle, we can develop a set of linear equations, 
where Z is an N x N identity matrix. After solving for S we have essentially solved the EEG problem for all surface elements in the head.
The magnetic field is found from a discrete form of (2), where we can again approximate the integration using the centroid of the tri-
where matrixA represents the linear transfer function that relates V to the contribution that the passive currents add to the magnetic field at point r. The matrix A is a function of the sensor location and the head geometry and can therefore be computed without regard to the source currents p. The right hand expression in (13) has the advantage of not explicitly calculating the EEG potentials, an approach that can greatly reduce the numerical calculation cost.
As we illustrate below, Bo can also be expressed as a kernel matrix times the dipole, Bo = K d . Combining these terms allows US to express (13) for the dipole case as
3. MATRIXKERNELS Each of the above models, (6), (S), and (14) 
SENSOR CHARACTERISTICS
The above calculations for V and B assume that we make a perfect measurement of the voltage or magnetic field at sensor location r. In reality, a circular or square coil centered about r, with a surface area ranging from about 1 cm2 to 3 cm2, measures the magnetic flux passing normal through the surface of the coil. Additionally, each coil is usually matched with one or more other coils to form gradiometers, which are effectively differential amplifiers designed to suppress measurement of the large magnetic field of the earth. In EEG measurements, the probes are usually small enough to be considered as point measurements, but the actual measurements are made by combining pairs of probes into differential pairs. In this section, we show how the sensor orientation, the gradiometer configuration, and the differential pairs are easily included as a simple processing step added after the calculation of the field kernel matrix.
MEG Sensor Orientation
Let KQ = K(ril r4) be the shortened notation for the field kernel matrix for the ith sensor and the jth dipole. The ith sensor is assumed to make a measurement in the direction si, normal to the plane of the sensor coil. Analogous to our expansions in [2] , for the case of m sensors and p dipoles, we form a vector of scalar measurements, where sbd is the block diagonal matrix formed from the matrix of sensor orientations S, R is the matrix representing the set of sensor locations, RQ is the matrix representing the set of dipole locations, and Q is the matrix of dipole moments. G is the gain or transfer matrix generically used in [2] .
Gradiometer Configuration and Switching Matrix
The lst-order gradiometer comprises two coils oriented in the same direction and separated from each other by some baseline. For example, 1st-order axial gradiometers typically have their second coils positioned 5 cm directly above the first. To calculate the gain matrix for the 1st-order gradiometer, we simply evaluate C(S,R,RQ) twice, first at the coil locations RI of the lower set of coils, then at entations SI and S, of both of these coils are the same, but we could evaluate each set at arbitrary orientations, for unusual gradiometer coil locations Rz for the second set. For most configurations, the orialignments. The gradiometer gain matrix is then formed as the difference between the two calculations, Alternatively, we can apply a "switching matrix," so named because in (older) EEG recording devices, the operator must set switches across a matrix of possible probe combinations in order to form the necessary differentialpairs. Form gradiometers, we need to subtract the gain matrix of the upper coils from the gain matrix of the lower. Let our switching matrix be an (m x 2m) malrik comprising two m x m identity matrices, W = [Z,,,, -ZJ. Then the output of the gradiometers is expressed as which yields an identical calculation to (23). The 2nd-order and 3rd-order gradiometers follow as natural extensions. Explicitly stating this switching matrix, as opposed to "hard-wiring" specific gradiometer configurations into a program function, will allow more flexible programming and analysis of the novel gradiometer arrays now in design and production.
3 Discrete Lead and Forward Fields
The "lead field" represents the linear sensitivity of an external bioelectromagnetic sensor to the intemal biological sources at any position and orientation. The ''forward field" represents the linearly dependent external spatial pattem generated by a known intemal source pattern. Both share the same field kemel matrix. The arbitrary dipole moment, arbitrary sensor orientation, gradiometer, a n d or the switching matrix are easily formed around this kernel. We design a switching matrix W, form a block diagonal matrix from the sensor orientation matrix S (MEG only). form dipole moment matrix Q, and calculate the field matrix kernel as functions of the matrix of sensor locations R and dipole locations RQ, yielding
We note that matrices W, sbd, and Q are easily formed from the sensor parameters, and that the difficult calculation remains the field kemel matrix K(R,RQ). The combination of these terms yields our "gain" or "transfer" matrix G. If we assume a finely sampled grid of measurement points in R and a finely sampled grid of source locations in Q, then the rows of G represent a sampled form of the lead field, and the columns of G represent a sampled form of the forward field.
INVERSE METHODS
In [lo], we review some of the localization and imaging issues. We present here a brief overview to motivate the uses of the above gain matrices. The inverse procedures often q u i r e the calculation of the field kemels at thousands of candidate dipole locations. In the h a ging procedures, these locations are typically calculated on a regular grid. Source localization techniques could use combinations of these gridded points, but more typically a directed search algorithm calculates the gain matrix iteratively, selecting from combinations of dipoles as directed by it cost minimization algorithm. In either case, proper attention to the calculation of the field kernel can greatly reduce computational costs.
Nodhear LeastSquares
In source localization techniques, we assume that the sources are represented by a small number of point sources. The continuous lead field is effectively considered to exist only at a small set of discrete points. n e fonvard field is typically sampled at 100 or fewer sensor locations. Inverse processing efforts are focused on (1) determining the number of sources to model, and (2) the location of these sources. We extensively review thii multiple dipole model in [2] , and present here a brief summary of some of the inverse techniques that can be used.
The gain matrix G is m x n in size, where m is the number of sensor sites, and n is twice (MEG) or three times (EEG) the number of assumed dipoles. The key distinction of G here from G used in imaging discussed below is that m is assumed greater than n, preferably much greater. In either case, we denote the singular value decomposition (SVD) of G as U VgT, where we retain only the principal components in Vg and t & a t correspond to non-zero singular values. We will a l~ assume that a spatiotemporal matrix of measured data, F, has been acquired, and that its SVD is denoted as UF V; where Vf and Vf contain the principal components assmiatedwith the signal sespace. % orthogonal complements of ug and Ufare denoted as U and V f , respectively. See [2] for details on these definitions and cfecompositions, as well as rank determinations of these matrices.
In nonlinear least-squares ( N U ) fitting, we minimize the squared error between the data and the multiple dipole model. The parameters in the model to be fit are *he locations and moments of the dipoles. In [2] , we show how this problem reduces to an explicit fit of the locations only, yielding the cost function In this case, the signal subspace spanned by Vrmay include the entire space, or the user may select a lower dimensional space. For a p dipole fit, the inverse procedure is to form a gain matrix G using p candidate dipole locations, decompose it to obtain Vg , and calculate the cost function. The lowest cost function over all possible combinations of p locations is the NLLS solution. Exhaustively searching over all possible combinations is usually impractical, so generally a directed search algorithm is used such as Nelder-Meade Simplex, conjugate gradient, or modified Levenburg-Marquardt 5.2 MUSIC One of the primary problems of NLLS centers on the directed search algorithms. Avoiding local minima is a major concern, and determination of the parameters to drive such routines can become quite subjective. In [2], we presented an alternative algorithm that effectively allows us to exhaustivaly search for the solution, using a one dipole model. The assumption for the multiple signal characterization (MUSIC) algorithm is that the time series associated with each dipole is linearly independent from all other dipole time series. After careful selection of the signal subspace, the MUSIC cost function to be minimized is which is the minimum eigenvalue of the enclosed term, which is, in turn, a 2 x 2 (MEG) or 3 x 3 (EEG) matrix. The procedure for MUSIC is to form the one dipole gain matrix (regardless of the true number of sources), decompose it to yield Ugl, and find the p locations where this function is a minimum. Exhaustively testing all practical locations of a single dipole is generally feasible, allowing us to avoid the complexities of directed searches.
Imaging
The basic formulation of the neuroelectromagnetic imaging problem is to construct a gain matrix G from a finely sampled grid of Known source locations throughout some predefined "reconstruction" region. Since the locations are known, the solution is linear in the dipole moments, and we can then present tomographic images of these moments throughout the reconstruction regions. The number of sensor sites is on the order of 100, and G can approach on the order of thousands or tens of thousands of columns @ossible dipole sites), such that m U n . Fitting these discrete lead fields to spatiotemporal data is greatly underdetermined, and additional constraints must be incorporated to make the solution unique. A common assumption among many imaging approaches is to assume that the current sources are restricted to a linear combination of the lead fields. 'Ihis assumption is equivalent to imposing a minimum norm requirement on the solution space. Examples of this approach can be found in [3], [4] , [5] , [9] and their references therein. One general drawback to minimum norm reconstruction is that the restriction of the currents to a combination of the lead fields excludes many physically plausible current configurations. In signal processing terms, the basis set spanned by the lead fields is incomplete for representing all possible current patterns. We can overcome this somewhat by adding additional sensors (and therefore lead fields), but numerical instabilities arise related to the row rank of the gain matrix.
In [l], we examined minimum norm and other reconstruction techniques for this underdetermined problem; see also discussions in tional weighting matrix that has the effect of altering the m-dimensional subspace spanned by the lead fields. Since m U n, good solutions can only be found if the weights are carefully designed using strong a priori or physiologically constrained information. Arbitrary weights will simply alter this very small subspace to some other span in the much larger n-dimensional space, yielding ambiguous results.
